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Details of Visit:

Author: vagina miner
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 18 Jun 2017 14:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

Met Sarah at a very nice and secluded country residence. So secluded that the garden is an
optional activity area. Relatively easy to find and with parking space on the drive.

The Lady:

Sarah is a good looking blue-eyed blonde with fabulous tits and even better legs. Great personality,
bright, charming, friendly and filthy. 55 and ready to fuck. Fabulous. She assured me that she is a
genuine FUCKSLUT and happy to be so. I was happy too.
You can check her out on aw as wife2fuck.

The Story:

Sarah came out to greet me as I approached the house. Her red dress was quite low-cut and her
wondrous tits were clearly trying to fight their way out of it. It looked like they were winning. I started
getting hard at that point but I was parched after a 60 mile drive on a very hot day and needed two
glasses of water before I could get to focus on the reason for the journey i.e. fucking Sarah whilst
her her partner Dave filmed the proceedings.
They were a very natural, warm and welcoming couple and I felt relaxed from the start. I suggested
to Sarah that we start with a little chat on the sofa. The chat, I'm afraid, did not last long as her
mouth and tits were too tempting for me and, forgetting my manners, I stopped talking and started
some serious snogging along with some breast massage. My mouth then transferred to her tits and
my hand slipped up her dress. Sarah was totally compliant and I was getting worked up a bit too
quickly. As it was Sunday I told her that some worship would be appropriate. She agreed. I got
down in front of her, got her thighs nicely parted, pulled her gusset to one side and put my highly
articulate tongue to work on her ring-pierced vulva. She started making appreciative noises and I
started to taste umami. Yummy. I stripped off, Sarah knelt and it was her turn to do some
worshiping. All this time Dave was recording us, totally unobtrusively. Only the occasional click of
the still camera reminded me that I was on the verge of a great new career. 69 on the carpet was
followed by a bedroom session; standing doggy, kneeling doggy, mish, deep mish, doggy in chute
2. It was hot work in every sense and I asked for a break. Dave made tea as Sarah and I chatted by
the open French windows in the lounge. We agreed that more women of her age should be more
like her, abandon coyness and get some cock inside them while they still can. She held on to mine
as we talked. It got hard again and pointed at where it wanted to go. Dave served tea as I furiously
fucked a bent-over Sarah until I at last came. The tea was very nice. More chat, fond farewells,
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kisses and then I strode out wondering if I could still drive a car.
Guys, Sarah is all she says she is. She will give you everything you want and she will want
everything you can give. I will be seeing her again.
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